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Abstract
Many biological processes rely on the interaction of proteins with multiple DNA sites separated by thousands
ofbase pairs. These long-range communication events can bedrivenbyboththe thermal motions of proteins
and DNA, and directional protein motions that are rectiﬁed by ATP hydrolysis. The present review describes
conﬂicting experiments that have sought to explain how the ATP-dependent Type III restriction–modiﬁcation
enzymes can cut DNA with two sites in an inverted repeat, but not DNA with two sites in direct repeat.
We suggest that an ATPase activity may not automatically indicate a DNA translocase, but can alternatively
indicate a molecular switch that triggers communication by thermally driven DNA sliding. The generality of
this mechanism to other ATP-dependent communication processes such as mismatch repair is also discussed.
Introduction
The RM (restriction–modification) enzymes have an import-
ant biological role in protecting bacteria from infection by
bacteriophages [1]. All RM systems include an endonuclease
that cleaves DNA after binding a specific unmodified
recognition sequence [2]. However, those systems that bind
and cleave just one site in isolation may be in the minority:
all of the Type I and Type III enzymes [3], as well as an ever
growing list of Type II enzymes [4–6], require interaction
with at least two DNA sequences before cleavage occurs.
These multisite interactions are believed to have evolved to
provide additional protection against accidental cleavage of
the host DNA [7].
The Type III RM enzymes comprise two subunits, Res
andMod[2],thatformaheterotetramericRes2Mod2 complex
[8,9].TheyrecognizeshortasymmetricDNAsequenceswith
cleavage occurring downstream (Figure 1A) [2]. However,
nuclease activity requires the presence of two sites on one
DNA molecule [10]. The classical dogma states that cleavage
onlyoccurswhenthetwositesareinaspecificinvertedrepeat,
such that the sites are ‘head-to-head’ (Figure 1A) [3,11,12].
Only one of the two sites is then cut. DNA with sites in
tail-to-tail or direct repeat, or with single sites, are reportedly
not cut [11–13]. This suggested a directional communication
mechanism [11,12]. Simple three-dimensional DNA looping
cannot account for the site preference, as random motions
can bring the sites together in the same way regardless of
their relative orientation (Figure 1B) [14]. Since cleavage
is independent of DNA topology, we can also rule out
more complex DNA looping [10], as seen with supercoiling-
dependent site-specific recombinases [15]. How then do the
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TypeIIIenzymesnotonlycommunicatebetweentwodistant
sites, but also recognize their relative orientation?
The potential role of the helicase domains
in the Type III RM enzymes
Both the Type I and III enzymes contain domains with
motifs and structures that can be classified as Superfamily
2 helicases [16–19]. Despite the nomenclature, neither type of
RM enzyme unwinds DNA [20,21]. For the Type I enzymes,
the mechanistic role of the helicase is now well established
([20] and references therein, [22–24]): the helicase domain
uses ATP to translocate along intact double-stranded DNA
away from the recognition sequence; the motor moves on the
3 →5  strand, using the complementary strand to maintain
processivity; approx. one ATP molecule is hydrolysed per
base pair; throughout the reaction, the complex remains
boundtotherecognitionsite,sothatsupercoiledDNAloops
are extruded. It was proposed that the Type III enzymes
also use a similar loop translocation mechanism in which
the helicase domains (in Res) translocates unidirectionally
from the site while the DNA-recognition domain (in Mod)
remains at the site [3,12]. Directional motion helps to explain
the bias in cleavage: only when two enzymes converge will
they collide in the correct orientation to form an active
endonuclease domain (Figure 1B).
The evidence for DNA looping and
translocation by Type III RM enzymes
A number of testable predictions can be made based on
the loop translocation model (Figure 1B): (i) DNA cleavage
will only occur when the sites are on the same DNA
(in cis); (ii) one-dimensional DNA translocation must occur;
(iii) DNA looping (active and possible passive) must
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Figure 1 Models for long-range communications by Type III RM enzymes
(A) Recognition sequence for the EcoP15I enzyme [2], showing the downstream non-speciﬁc cleavage site and outcome
of an endonuclease reaction on different DNA substrates (red lines) [11,12]. (B) DNA looping and DNA-loop translocation
models for Type III enzymes (in green) [3,12]. Only directional loop translocation can distinguish the head-to-head substrate.
(C) Expanded Type III model proposed by Crampton et al. [29]. (D) DNA-sliding model proposed by Ramanathan et al. [25],
and the role of DNA ends. The capped end (e.g. biotin plus streptavidin) is shown with a cross.
occur; and (iv) translocation must be coupled to extensive
ATPase activity. Whereas each of these predictions can be
readily demonstrated for the Type I enzymes ([20] and
references therein, [22–24]), the Type III enzymes have
proventobemoreenigmatic.Althoughithasbeenshownthat
the recognition sites must be in cis [10], a range of ensemble
assays developed to measure DNA translocation and looping
have failed to provide evidence for either [8,10,25]. ATP
hydrolysis can be measured, but the activity is more than
three orders of magnitude lower than that for the Type I
enzymes [12,24–27].
To observe directly the Type III enzymes in action, a
series of AFM (atomic force microscopy) studies measured
the protein–DNA interactions on mica surfaces [28–30].
Both ATP-dependent and -independent DNA looping was
observed. Moreover, it was possible to directly monitor in
real time the formation of an apparent translocated DNA
loop [30]. On the basis of these studies, a modified model
was proposed in which passive DNA looping brings the
motor domains into close proximity, followed by a final
translocation stage that brings the motors into direct contact
(Figure 1C) [29]. This accounts for the low ATPase activity
as the final distance translocated is relatively short. However,
closer examination of the experiments and model highlights a
number of shortcomings. First, if the motor does not start
immediately adjacent to its site, it will be just as likely
for the passive looping events to deliver the motor on to
an adjacent DNA molecule as on to the same DNA chain
[14]. However, the reaction is constrained to sites in cis
[10]. Moreover, when the intersite spacing is longer than
the DNA persistence length, simple DNA looping cannot
distinguish between different site orientations [14]. Secondly,
theAFMstudiesdidnotmeasurebothDNAcommunication
and cleavage. Therefore it is not possible to state that the
events observed are necessary steps before DNA cleavage.
Thirdly, DNA attachment to a charged mica surface may
have formed polynucleotide conformations not seen in free
solution.
To address the Type III mechanism in a more holistic
manner, an alternative multiplex magnetic tweezers assay
was developed to follow both DNA cleavage and looping
simultaneously as a function of tensional and torsional force
[25]. DNA cleavage was shown to be force-independent
and was never preceded by active DNA looping. Measured
cleavage rates were the same as those in bulk solution, with
DNA topology having no effect. In a modified experiment
is was also possible to show that DNA cleavage was
never preceded by passive DNA looping. This study also
highlighted an important observation: that cleavage of linear
DNA is very inefficient unless the ends are ‘capped’ with a
bulky protein moiety, such as streptavidin. Circular DNA
in solution was cleaved as efficiently as capped DNA [13]. It
wasshownsubsequentlythatTypeIIIenzymescouldloadon
to linear DNA via the free ends [31]. The loop-translocation
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Figure 2 The outcome of DNA sliding by Type III RM enzymes on different DNA substrates
(A) Head-to-head DNA. (B) Head-to-tail DNA. (C) Tail-to-tail DNA.
models (Figures 1B and 1C) are inconsistent will all these
observations. An alternative model has also been suggested
where translocation occurs without DNA looping [32], but
this is not truly consistent with the ATP coupling of the
Type III enzymes [12,25–27] or with the observed end effects
[25,31].
DNA sliding as an alternative mechanism
What alternative mechanism is possible given that looping
and extensive translocation are unlikely to be on-pathway
to DNA cleavage? A plausible alternative is ‘DNA sliding’
[33,34], in which a protein remains bound to DNA probably
via weak electrostatic interactions and where the activation
energy to move to an adjacent site is less than ∼ 2 · kBT
(tighter binding would make sliding too slow) [35,36].
Thermal activation then leads to a one-dimensional random
walk on DNA, in which both ‘backwards’ and ‘forwards’
steps occur with equal probability (assuming a uniform
energy landscape) [33]. In this model (Figure 1D), the role
of the helicase domain is to produce a conformational switch
from a DNA-recognition mode to a DNA-sliding mode.
ATP is not used for communication directly, so accounting
for the low ATP consumption. Since the enzyme does
not release the DNA, sliding retains the original binding
orientation. Cleavage of a head-to-head DNA molecule
can then occur if the enzyme eventually encounters an
enzyme at the second target site (Figure 2A). On linear
DNA, the directionally unbiased motion leads to the enzyme
occasionallyapproachingaDNAend,whereitcandissociate,
making cleavage less efficient (Figure 1D). Where the end is
cappedbyabulkymoiety,theslidingproteinwillbereflected,
makingcleavageasefficientasoncircularDNA.Themodelin
Figure 2(A) describes a dynamic binding, sliding and release
scheme where not every sliding event would lead to cleavage.
It also requires that the static motor can hydrolyse ATP,
consistent with experimental observations [8].
An important mechanistic feature of the Type III enzymes
is that cleavage only occurs at one of the two interacting
sites, with the other site remaining intact [10,13]. The sliding
model accounts for this as one protein moves away from its
site and collides with a static protein bound at a distant site.
Sliding therefore needs to be rapid compared with the site-
binding/ATPase rates. Measurements of sliding by various
DNA-binding proteins and enzymes indicate rates of 107–
109 steps · min−1 (e.g.[36–38]).Simulationsofkineticmodels
using this range of values and the Type III ATPase rates
demonstrate that the sliding scheme can readily explain the
observed cleavage [25]. Moreover, the relative distance of
a pair of sites to an uncapped end also alters the relative
proportion of cleavage at each site in a manner consistent
with sliding and end-dependent dissociation (K. van Aelst,
personal communication).
On DNA with two directly repeated sites, the enzymes
load on to the DNA in the same direction (Figure 2B).
Collisions between mobile and static enzymes cannot
therefore produce DNA cleavage, as the correct interactions
never occur. However, on DNA with sites in tail-to-
tail repeat, the sliding model predicts that cleavage could
occur if the first enzyme slides past the second site before
the second enzyme binds (Figure 2C). This prediction
has been confirmed using capped linear DNA substrates
(K. van Aelst, personal communication). This observation
was missed in earlier studies as they relied on uncapped
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Figure 3 How DNA sliding can explain the cleavage of DNA with
two adjacent Type III recognition sites
Model to explain the observation of M¨ ucke et al. [39] that DNA cleavage
can even occur when two head-to-head sites are immediately adjacent,
where simultaneous binding of two enzymes is extremely unlikely.
linear DNA substrates where cleavage is very inefficient.
The ability of an enzyme to distinguish both head-to-head
and tail-to-tail substrates from head-to-tail substrates in
a manner independent of DNA topology is unusual and
cannot simply be explained by unidirectional translocation
schemes. Sliding can also explain the previously mysterious
observation that Type III enzymes can cut DNA even
when the inverted sites are immediately adjacent, conditions
where two enzymes cannot bind simultaneously (Figure 3)
[39].
A characteristic feature of a random walk is the quadratic
dependence between distance moved and the number of
steps taken [33]; e.g. doubling the intersite distance increases
the communication time 4-fold. However, without a direct
measure for protein motion, we can only measure DNA
cleavage [13,25,27], and, under these conditions, there is no
apparent relationship between rate and intersite distance.
This is most likely because the cleavage rate is significantly
lower than the communication rate. However, a relationship
has been observed by varying the distance to an uncapped
DNA end [25]: the nearer the uncapped end, the slower the
cleavage. The next step is the development of fluorescent
single-molecule assays [36–38], to allow direct observation
of the communication and cleavage processes so that we
can distinguish the bi-directional motion characteristic of a
random walk [33].
The role of ATP in MMR (mismatch repair)
WesuggestthattheroleofATP-dependentDNAslidingmay
bemoregeneralthanjusttheRMenzymes.Forexample,very
similar arguments about long-range communications have
taken place in the DNA MMR field, where translocation,
looping and sliding models have all been discussed. Similarly,
there are ATPase activities of two key MMR proteins, MutS
andMutL,thataresubstantiallyslowerthanexpectedofbona
fide motors [40]. MMR is a multistep pathway comprising
mismatch recognition, strand discrimination, strand removal
and DNA resynthesis [40]. It involves the communication
between a mismatch recognized by MutS or related enzymes,
and a strand-discrimination signal which can be pre-existing
nick or, in the case of Escherichia coli, a hemimethylated
GATC sequence that has to be nicked by the endonuclease
MutH [40]. This nick can be 1000 bp or more either 5  or 3  to
the mismatch, making the system bi-directional. Depending
onthisorientation,theMMRsystemexecutesstrandremoval
towards the mismatch either in 5 →3  or 3 →5  direction.
Increasing experimental evidence supports the ATP-
binding induced sliding clamp model involving a mobile
MutS–MutL complex [41,42], at least for the communication
of mismatch recognition and strand discrimination. First,
as noted for the Type III RM enzymes, the efficiency of
mismatch-provoked DNA incision depends on the relative
distance of the GATC sites to the mismatch and a DNA
end [40,43] and is increased when the DNA ends are
capped(C.Jung,personalcommunication).Secondly,protein
roadblocks between the mismatch and the GATC site
block the mismatch-provoked activation of the MutH [44].
Furthermore, mismatch-provoked activation of MutH is
possibleevenifthebindingsitesforMutSandMutHoverlap,
conditions that rule out simultaneous binding of MutS and
MutH to their binding sites [45].
AlthoughthesedataexcludeastationaryMutSthatremains
bound at the mismatch during the reaction, they do not
exclude a function for MutS-induced DNA loops that had
been observed using electron microscopy [46]. DNA looping
on top of sliding clamp formation may explain why roadb-
locks do inhibit the strand discrimination step, i.e. activation
of MutH in the E. coli system, but not the activation of
the excision step in the human system [47]. Similar
experiments as described for the Type III RM enzymes,
such as multiplex magnetic tweezers to follow DNA looping
and unwinding/excision, are highly warranted to unravel the
mechanistic details of this multifaceted system.
How have systems adapted to make DNA
sliding efﬁcient?
A critical assessment of sliding poses an important question:
can a thermally activated random walk be an efficient process
for motion on DNA? Because of the large number of steps
required [33], sliding could be just too slow. However, the
overall time to move, say, 1000 bp by sliding is similar to the
rate for motor proteins which would consume thousands of
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extraATPmolecules.Evenifslidingisrapid,theoff-ratemust
be correspondingly low so that the enzyme remains bound
long enough to move an appreciable distance [34]. The most
straightforwardwaytoachievethisistoencircletheDNA,as
seen in many sliding clamp processivity factors [48]. But this
solution is not universal, as some processivity factors are not
toroidal [38]. An intriguing suggestion is that proteins that
rely on sliding may have evolved a ‘catalytic’ DNA-binding
surface that reduces the activation barrier for thermally
driven movement to adjacent DNA sites, while retaining a
low dissociation rate [36]. The question above can then be
rephrased: what mechanisms do proteins use to make sliding
more efficient? More structural data are required, since, with
some notable exceptions (e.g. [49]), there are few structures
of enzymes bound to non-specific double-stranded DNA.
The role of helicases as switches rather than translocases
is emerging as an important theme, particularly among the
RNA helicases [50]. Many enzymes deemed to be ‘DNA
helicases’onthebasisoftheirmotifsshowextremelypoorun-
winding activity in vitro (often requiring a substantial molar
excessesofenzymeoverDNAsubstratetoelicitanyactivity).
Alternative roles such as switches need to be considered. For
theTypeIIIRMenzymes,weawaitacrystalstructuretofully
understand how the helicase domain can produce movement
on DNA in such an energy-efficient manner.
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